Hello! Just arrived? We wish you a good year ahead

As you can see, these streets are densely packed with houses and people... all sorts of people... from students, young professionals, families and the elderly.

All of us can do our bit to be considerate neighbours

So to co-exist happily, here are a few things to bear in mind...

Parking
Simply, too many cars to park in too little road space. Keep tight to the kerb but do not mount & obstruct these very narrow pavements.
It may be tempting but DO NOT park across corners - your car is at risk to damage & emergency vehicles cannot pass.
‘Shared’ cars are available on Lansdown & Kensington Rds see: www.citycarclub.co.uk

Noise & Neighbours
All sorts of people leading all sorts of lives. Including those working 8.30-5.00 & young children who need their sleep.

Sound bounces off these houses a long way, so a chat outside late night is heard clearly by too many who don’t want to listen.
Keep the music inside, use headphones, shut windows or turn down the volume.

Bins
The Recycling Green & Black Boxes plus Brown Bin (food waste) are collected on FRIDAYS weekly.
The Black Wheelie Bin, for non recyclable waste, is only emptied every 2 weeks on FRIDAY.
Bins are collected early morning.

Once emptied, take in ASAP as a bin blocked pavement is a nuisance to all - young and old.

For bin details... 
‘Google’ - Bristol recycling
Bristol City Council website

Noise & Neighbours
All sorts of people leading all sorts of lives. Including those working 8.30-5.00 & young children who need their sleep.

Sound bounces off these houses a long way, so a chat outside late night is heard clearly by too many who don’t want to listen.
Keep the music inside, use headphones, shut windows or turn down the volume.

Pumpkins...
Halloween (31 Oct) is fast approaching.
For fun, display a carved pumpkin street side and you could win the street prize for your creation in the annual competition!
All the pumpkins will be shown on ‘Lansdown Rd BS6’ Facebook
If you have any ‘interesting’ or good ideas / events you wish to share with the local residents, just get in touch

Suggestion...
Find a box or small bin & keep it by the front door
Put in unwanted junk mail - now it’s all ready for recycling.

Suggestion...
When parking... always push your wing mirrors in (both sides)... or they may get damaged.

Suggestion...
Say ‘Hello’ to your neighbours... That way you will recognise them & they you... Making for better security

Join and keep up to date with all things local on
Lansdown Rd BS6

This letter is produced for you by fellow residents
Would like some local information...
email Gay: info@chandosvillage.co.uk